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PREFACE 
The physical educator is faced with the difficult task of se1cct-
ing activities in relation to various handicaps . It is necessary for 
the physical educator to realize his responsibilities and limitations. 
Therefore, it is the purpose of this paper to describe what is expected 
of the physical educator in conducting an adapted physica1 education 
proe;ram. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
F.ducational institutions of the present day offer broad and 
varied curricula. A student who completes. a · program oi' study in 
such institutions normally will find his-proper place in society. 
The curriculum of physical education contributea substantially to 
thia purpose. 
The curriculum in physicaL education is rather a broad disci-
pline involving several facets of education. The core of such a 
curriculum, however, is based on active, vigorous movements conducted 
within the framework of educational aims and objectives. In contras.t., 
the academic program, including such subjecta. as languages, sciences , 
and mathematics , is concerned vrith scholastic approaches to excel-
lence. 
In the process of achieving educational aims, most institutions 
are confronted vrith students possessing various abilities to learn. 
Academic programs, while having to contend irith the slow learner, are 
most interested in the brilliant student . The very slow learner is 
almost purposely neglected in ~ost schools . 
Physical education programs tend to follow a si::iilur pattern in 
neglecting the very poorly skilled person, including the physically 
handicapped. The fact re2ains that the brilliant student and the 
- handicapped student, as well as all atY})ical students , can benefit 
1 
2 
from controlled physical education programs . It is from this stand-
point that this paper is written. 
The initial awareness of the problem of the physically disabled 
individual in the United States came in the second decade of this 
century. Many of the disabilities coming to the attention of the 
public were due mainly to the results of disease and war . In 1916 
our country experienced an epideaic of infantile- paralysis . Within 
the next few years the wounded and disabled retu:cned from World War I . 
The war seened to give a great deal of ir.1petus to the t.evelopr.i.ent of 
orthopedic surgery. At this time leadership in physical education 
was assrn;ied by people prominent in the field of ::iedicine . l Followine; 
the uar, however, physical education uas greatly influenced by experts 
in the fields of philosophy, psycholosy, and education. It 1ias during 
this period that the awareness of the need for better fitness ar10ng 
boys and r.:;irls was rcelizeu, aad prosr aL1s for i::1provin::; the fitness 
of school children began to be incory;o1•ated. into the educational pro-
:roJJ.. 
During World War II physical education activities 1.rere used in 
the treatment of convaJ.escent patients . It was necessary for the 
casualities of the war to prepare thenselves physicaJ.ly and e~10tiona1ly 
to r:i.eet the challenr;es soon to be encountered in civilian life . Both 
physict:l medicine and rehabilitation were used in the treatment of 
convalescent patients . Dr . H. Harrison Clarke, in his book, Develop-
mental and Adapted Physical Education, gave the following definitions 
1Hollis F. Fait, Adapted Physical &lucation (New York: W. B. 
Saunders Company, 1963) , p . 4. 
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o.f the terms 11physical medicine11 and 11 rehabilitation11 : 
Physical Medicine- The employment of the physical and othe:r 
diagnostic and therapeutic properties of light , heat , cold, 
water , electricity, mass.age , manipulation, exercis:e , and 
mechanical devices for research, and for physical and occu-
pational therapy and physical :r·ehabilitation. 
Rehabilitation- The employment of physical medicine techniques 
of psychological adjustment and vocational retraining for the 
purpoBe of aiding the patient to achieve the maximal function 
and adjustment and of preparing him physically, emotionally, 
and socially for the fullest possible life compatible with his 
abilities and disabilities .1 
Utilization of facilities and techniques used in the above ap-
plication of treatment genera1ly took place in hospitals and clinics . 
This type of treatment was restricted to those critical enough to be 
hospitalized and those wealthy enough to afford the specialized treat-
ment administered by the professional . During the early years after 
World War II , various leaders of this nation took a step toward im-
proving the physical fitness of the youth of America. President 
Eisenhower was one of the principal leaders in recognizing the need 
for placing more emphasis on physical fitness . A transition was ef-
f ected from the broader and more strictly therapeutic application in 
hospitals and rehabilitation centers to educational centers and in-
stitutions . 2 The emphasis was now placed on the development of the 
student physically as well as socially, academically, and emotionally. 
The development of the child socially appears to be as important 
as physical development . In this paper the writer specifically will 
1H. Harrison Clarke and David H. Clarke , Developmental and 
Adanted Phvsical EducatiOQ (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall , Inc., 1963) , 
P• 20 . 
2 
I bid., p. 16,.. 
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not be concerned with the social develop::1ent of the handicapped child. 
Some of the more important points , however , will be emphacized con-
cerning the social and emotional development of the child. 
There seem to be two schools of thought concerning the organ-
ization and administration of classes in physical education for the 
handicapped . One school suggests that there should not be segrega-
tion between the so- called normal individual and the handicapped per-
son. Other educators believe that special classes should be organized 
for the handicapped student . 
Since the words "normallf and 11handicapped 11 will be used through-
out this paper , it is essential at this tine to define what is meant 
by these ternis . Normal individuals are defined as t hose who display 
reactions and behavior patterns which are the most prevalent and most 
irldely accepted by our society. Handicapped individuals are those 
individuals who , because of physical , mental , or emotional differ-
ences , cannot display reactions and patterns of bohavior of the nor-
1 t n • t 1 ma segmen 01 socie y. 
The IJ.linois Department of Public Instruction is in agreement 
with the plan to organize special education classes : 
No plan of s~Jecial education is complete if it does not give 
first er:1phasis to providing as much opportunity for normal con-
tacts with other children in average life and school situations 
as possible . 2 
'rhe handicapped child has the same basi c drives and need for 
lGeneviove Drennen, "The Exceptional Child , 11 Is Your Child 
Exceptional ••• , Illinois Department of Public Instruction, 
(Springfield , Ill., 1961), p . 2. 
2Illinois Department of Public Instruction, The Physicallv 
Handicapped", The Illinois Plan for Special Education of Exceptional 
Children, Circular Series "A" , No . 12, P• 7 . 
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satisfaction as the normal child; therefore, it is normal for a child 
with some physical disability to desire to experience success or fail-
ure along with his particular age group . Instead of allowing the 
handicapped child to be part of a group , a segregated class separates 
him from the group and may have a tendency to accentuate his handicap . 
Other leaders in the field of physical education believe that 
special classes should be included in the curriculu:n for the handi-
capped student . In this way the nornal student does not have to be 
hampered or stymied in his developmental process due to the presence 
of an atypical child. Also , in a special class the handicapped child 
is not made to feel inferior because he must compete with others of 
normal capabilities . Hore tine can be spent developing the skills of 
the handicapped child. 
The writer in designing an adapted program of physical education 
will try to incorporate both plans of organization described above . 
Not only is it impor tant for the handicapped child to learn to perform 
in a non- segregated group, but it is also important , when conditions 
permit , that the normal student recognize the disabilities of others 
and learn to cope with then in a positive manner . 
Sometir.ies in large schools it has been possible to schedule 
special classes for the children with certain types of abnormalities . 
This type of class organization at times appears too costly. The pro-
cedure that any particular school system follows in scheduling those 
students for the adapted program will depend upon its educational 
philosophy, finances; facilities , staff availability, and it should 
6 
be guided throughout by the needs of the students . 1 
In many instances the term "adapted physical education" is de-
pendent on the necessities and needs of the student . The adaptation 
of a modified program, as it is sometimes called , is usua1ly a corn...; 
bination of preventive , corrective, or protective procedures . 
Stafford and Kelly suggest that the aims of such a program 
should be as follows: 
1. To prevent abnormalities by ?roviding instruction and prac-
tice in acceptable health habits . 
2. To correct existing defects and organic disturbances which 
can be corrected by physical education measures such as diet, 
rest, or exercise. 
3. To protect against further injury or deformity in certain 
incurable cases such as those of organic heart disturbance . 
4. To guide individuals in maintai ning their restored bodily 
function and organiQvigor through adapted exercises and 
re er ea tion which are ·within thefr needs and capacities. 2 
As indicated by these educators the adaptive physical education program 
is simply the modification of the needs of the handicapped individual . 
Another basic philosophy underlying the adapted physical educa-
tion program. is sur.1marized by Howland. 
1 . The right of the restricted child to belong to his group in 
physical activity. 
2. The consideration of psychological and sociological benefits 
to be derived from such participation. 
1charles A. Bucher , He~hods and Materials for Secondary Physical 
Education (St. Louis : C. V. liosby Coupany, 1965), p . 207 . 
2George T. Stafford and Ellen D. l(elly, Preventive and Corrective 
Plrrsical Education, (New York : Ronald Press Co., 1958), p. 1(2. 
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J . The promotion of physiological values received from per- 1 
sonalizod care to aid in proper and desirable development . 
Daniels developed a list of objectives that are excellent goala 
for the physical educator to pursue. The list includes the following 
seven statements: 
1 . 
2. 
J . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Accomplish needed therapy of correction for conditions which 
can be improved or removed . 
Aid in the adjustment or resocialization of the individual 
when the disability is permanent (amputations , cerebral 
palsy) . 
Protect the condition from aggravation by 'acquainting the 
student with his limitations and capacities and arranging 
a.program within his physiological work capacity. 
Provide students with an opportunity for the development of 
organic pouer within the limits of the disability. 
Provide students with an opportunity to develop skills in 
recreational sports and games within his limits . 
Provide students with an opportunity for normal social devel-
opment through recreational sports and games appropriate to 
their age group and interests. 
Contribute to security through improved function and increased 
ability to .meet the physical demn.nds of daily living. 2 
Throughout this paper the term 11regular class" will refer to that 
physical education class where all students , regardless of physical 
abilities, will be included. The term "special class" will pertain to 
that physical education class adr.tlnistered only to those students un-
able to engage in the regular class program. 
Nuch progress has been accomplished in the field of physical 
1Ivalclare s. Howland, Adapted Physical F.ducation in Schools 
(Dubuque, Iowa: Wm. c. Br01m Co . , 1959), p . 9 . 
2Arthur s. Daniels, Adapted PllYsical &lucation (Hew York: Har-
per and Row, 1954), p. 78. 
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education concerning the handicapped student . The objectives of 
physical education create a need for the adapted physico.l edu_cation 
program. The ruain objectives of physical education relate to the needs 
of both the normal and the handicapped student . 
CHAPTER. II 
P..ESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PHYSICAL EDUCATOR 
At the secondary school level the trained physical education 
teacher usually has sorn.e background in elementary anatomy, kinesi-
olo::;y, physiology, and other basic sciences . These subjects should 
help in selecting activities and exercises for handicapped students . 
Many physical education instructors have a tendency to assume respon-
sibilities beyond their capacities to administer adaptive prograns . 
Simply because the instructor has been exposed to courses in the 
basic sciences and is fa:niliar with certain laws of motion, names of 
muscles or muscle groups, and worthwhile activities does not make that 
person an authority in physical medicine . 
According to Clarke, the physical educator planning to work with 
physically handicapped children should not only possess a concentra-
tion in the area of the basic sciences, but in addition, post-graduate 
work at a special institution is suggested if a sound progra.111 is to be 
established . Graduate courses in anatomy, kinesiology, physiology, and 
psychology should be studied, as well as the relationship of those 
sciences to pathological conditions. Opportunity for supervised 
clinical and field experiences should also be included in preparation 
9 
10 
for organizing and administering the adaptive program. l 
Very few of the physical education teachers now in public schools 
have such an extended or advanced background to provide an adaptive 
program. Answers to a questionnaire submitted by the Hriter to fifty 
schools in the east-central section of Illinois indicate that there 
are eighty-four teachers of physical education uith a Bachelor of 
Science degree, forty instructors with a Haster of Science degree in 
Physical Education, and fourteen instructors of physical education 
with a Master of Science degree plus additional training in adaptive 
physical education. Only two teachers possessed a degree specializing 
in adaptive physical education. 
Eiehteen colleges and universities in the state of Illinois 
offer a major or minor in physical education. A total of forty- two 
courses· are included in the curriculum for physical education maj ors 
under the heading of the basic sciences such as anatomy:. and kinesiology. 
Only eighteen courses , or an average of one per institution, are of-
fered in the area of adaptive, corrective, or modified physical edu-
cation. Five schools offering a najor in physical education do not 
include any courses at all dealing uith the adaptive progra::1 of physi-
cal education. 
The a'.:lount and nature of the adapted physico.l education attor:J.pted 
in any school should depend on the needs of the institution and the 
qualifications of personnel involved in this specialized program. 
lclarke and Clarke , op . cit ., p . 32. 
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As indicated earlier , in most colleges where physical education teach-
ers are trained, courses are offered to assist them in dealing with 
those who have physical handicaps . In all such colleges there should 
be special courses for training specialists . Such programs should be 
based on the principle that every child able to attend school is able 
to participate in some form of physical education. The majority of 
the physical education teachers in the field today are not qualified 
to directly administer corrective exercises . 
One of the prinary functions of the physical educator should be 
to initiate the organization and operation of an adapted physical edu-
cation program. The first step in the organization of the adapted 
program should be to show the need of such a program. It is up to 
the physicc.l educator to recommend that leaders in the field of med:L-
1 
cine also be involved in the prozram. 
Need for such physical education programs can be shown through 
various tests and exaninations given the students . The procedure and 
techniques utilized in the administration of such tests a).1 e dealt with 
more fully in the following chapter . 
The adaptive teacher should be in charge of the health and gen-
eral guidance of his pupils , ·with counsel of' the far.iily physicians . 
The co-operation of the school nurse, as well as the guidance staff is 
1 • d 2 a_so require • 
The school health service can be of utmost importance in the 
1 Howland, op . cit . 
2Ibid., p. 12. 
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operat ion of the prograu. The main objectives of the health service 
in connection \Tl th an adaptive program are as follows: 
1. To discover individuals with serious defects of such na-
ture that vigorous exercise would be harmul to them. 
2. To p:i.~ovide exercise and activity prescriptions for those 
uith plqsical handicaps of any nature and for t;1oce re-
turn::.nc to :;liysical eciacation class 2.::'.'tcr i:lness or 
surr;ery. 
3. To discover physical conditions rcslLltine in !Jhysiological 
disturbances that nay be the cause of low physical fitness 
in those boys classified by techniques employed by the 
physical educator •. 
4. To advise pupils on health proble:1s beyond the scope of 
1u1ouledge of the physical educator . These nay include 
serious dietary deficiences, chronic neuromuscular hyper-
tension and various tY})es of maladjustments . 
5. To visit the homes of public school pupils in the interest 
of gaining parental co-operation in the correction of 
physical defects, in the modification of health habits, 
and in many other ways. 1-2 
The medical diagnosis must serve rur a basis for the construe-
tion of an adaptive. program. In many instances it has proved worth-
while for the physical educator to organize weekly clinic hours , pref-
erably in the after-school time or on Saturday morning, when the 
pupils have no other obligations. The physician or doctor can be 
present periodically at these clinical hours to check progress and to 
make reconunendations. The. only person entitled, because of training, 
to make the diagnosis is the school physician or the family physician. 
After the physician makes the diagnosis , he then can estimate the 
degree of probable recovery as a result of an adaptive program. The 
1c1arke and Clarke, op. cit., P• 33. 
2Jesse F. Willia:ms, Administration of Health FJ:lucation and 
Physical FJ:lucation (Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Co., 1958) , p. 105 . 
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diagnosis will usually determine the nature of the program to be 
recommended .1 
Students graduating from an accredited college or university with 
a Bachelor of Science degree in physical education are not qualified 
to prescribe activities to handicapped individuals . With 'the assist-
ance of the family physician, school nurse, and other professionally 
trained persons, an effective program can be established. 
1cla:ude J . Ruggian, 11The Physically Ha..."'ldicapped - Our Problem 
Too , 11 Journal of Healt~l!;y:sical &l:ucation, and. Recreation, XXIX 
(Hay, 1958) , P• lLi-• 
CHAPTER III 
CLASSIFICA'l'ION 
Perhaps the most important aspect of an adaptive physical edu-
cation program is that of the classification of students . The degree 
of testing as to the placement of students in the program will usually 
determine the success or failure of the program. 'l'here are two very 
important things that school physical education departments can do in 
the classification of students . 
1 . Use criteria of skill and physical developme~t in group-
ing students for physical education. This is being done 
increasingly. The less skillful ones , and those whose 
growth is slow, arc given a chance to compete among them-
selves in games , without suffering the recurrent dise;race 
of being chosen last and scoffed at for ineptness whenever 
a game is played. 
2. Hake it easy for a student to ask for information and assur-
. f.1.p.ce . with respect. to his own Rh;ysical development . Every 
school and college should have someone who is easily approached 
and who is prepared by personality and by training to discuss 
with students their concern about their physical developnent . 
This person will usuaJ.ly be a doctor1 a nurse, a teacher of biology or of physical education. 
Each child should have a thorough physical examination bei'ore 
the school year begins. The recognition of orthopedic handicaps , 
rheumatic heart cases, epilepsy, diabetis , and similar organic dis-
turbances should be detected by the school or family physician 
1Robert J . Havighurst , Physical Education and the Tasks of the 
Body, American Academy of Physical Education, Annual Meeting (Chicago: 
Arn.erican Academy of PhysicaJ. Education, Harch, 1956), p . 59. 
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conducting the examination. Classification of these students as to 
handicaps and restrictions needed in the activity will not be the 
direct responsibility of the physical educator . It is at t ::is :Joint 
that co-operation between physicians and the physical educator be 
paramount to the administration of the adapted physical education 
program. 
There are two divisions of classification included in the normal 
testing unit of an adapted physical education program. The first test-
ing unit usually ad.J.~inistered to every student, handicapped or not 
concerns measures of physical fitness or strength. Those students who 
show measures of sub-strength in relation to members of their ovm peer 
group require special attention. It is important to note here that 
this type of student is in need of special instruction just as r:iuch as 
those with serious crippling defects . 
Postural deviations are very prevalent in students with sub-
strength or low physical fitness . Underdeveloped muscles , due to lack 
of vigorous type activity, cause some individuals to carry themselves 
poorly. Tests adr:iinistered properly and observations diagnosed cor-
rectly can help alleviate postural defects . Games and exercises can 
be included in the program with respect to the observations cited. 
Once these conditions are corrected, it is possible that disturbances 
which might have occurred in later life can be eliminated. 
HcCloy states that tests administered intelligently should pro-
duce the following results: 
1 . They measure the innate motor capacity and the present 
motor ability of the pupil. 
2. Through a knowledge of these two things , the teacher will 
be able to classify and to place the pupil where he belongs 
as accurately as possible in the classroom activities . 
16 
3. When the pupil is properly classif':Led, further use of tests 
of abilities will enable the teacher to measure the pupil's 
progress for the purpose of grading him and motivating his 
participation, and will help the teacher determine whether 
or not the ympil should advance at the end of certain def-
inite :perioills or instruction time. 
4. The tests when properly used uill enable the teacher to 
diagnose pupil difficulties and thus to individualize in-
struction mor~ adequately. 
5. The teacher will be able to chock on his own teaching abili-
ty and upon the general efficiency of his progra"1 . 
6. Supervisory and administrative officers may utilize testing 
programs for the purpose of securing records upon which to 
base conclusions concerning needed changes in program and 
personnel .1 
To ad:ninister a test just for the sake of recording results , 
which may or may not be useful , is not worthwhile . Conceding that the 
objectives mentioned by McCloy should be realized , it becor,1es necessary 
to select the correct test . Ea.eh test used in any physical education 
progra~.1 should be scientifically constructed. The t est used should 
neasure what it is designed to measure . Certain criteria are used 
by Eathei.1s to evaluate tests in ter~JS of their scientific worth. The 
criteria used a;i.·e :eeliabi1ity, objectivity, validity, and norms . 
If a test is reliable, it can be given to a group today, and one could 
expect the sane results if the test is ad:.ninistered to the identical 
group at a later date . Objectivity refers to the consistency of re-
sults obtained for any test given by separate instructors . A test is 
? 
considered valid if that test neasures what it is supposed to neasure : · 
1char1es H. HcCloy, Tests and Eeasurernents in IIealth and Physice.l 
Education (New York : Appleton- Century- Crofts, Inc., 1942), p. 5. 
2Donald K. Mathews , Heasurement in Phvsical Educati on (Philadel-
phia : W. B. Saunders Co., 1963) , p . 19. 
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Clarke lists some six purposes of measurement and classification. 
Although Clarke ' s book was published ten years later than that book 
already mentioned by HcCloy, there is much similarity between the two . 
This indicates a general agreement among leaders of the field of 
physical education concerning the vaJ.ue of measurement in such programs, 
regular or adaptive in nature . Following then are additional reasons 
why measurement is i1:i.portant in physical education programs. 
1 . To identify individuals with needs which may be improved 
through physical. education. (Medical ex..:'Ulls , str ength and 
endurance tests) . The more valid and precise the testing 
instrurnents, the more reliance can be placed on the results 
obtained. 
2. To determine the results of developmental and adapted physi-
cal education. Periodic re- tests arc essential to determine 
results of treatment . If progress is steady, fine; if not, 
steps should be ta..."ken to redirect application of methods 
used. 
3. 'I'o . provide ass:Lstance in the determination of the cause or 
causes of various atypical or sub-par conditions. Effective 
treatment depends upon locating causative conditions so that 
proper steps may be taken for their elimination or allevia-
tion. 
4. To orient convincingly individuals assigned to adapted physi-
cal education. The effectiveness of such programs is depen-
dent upon each individual t s acceptance of and whole hearted 
participation in the activities prescribed. Objective evi-
dence based on the results of valid eY ..ams and tests serves 
as convincing proof of individual status and need . 
5. To motivate individual students . The individual student 
must be motivated to co- operate fully in the exercise and 
other prescr~ptions made especially for him. 
6. To determine final disposition of the individual . The deci -
sion can be made as to when an individual should be trans-
fered to other activities . 
The reasons given by NcCloy and Clarke for the use, measurement , 
1clarke and Clarke , 2.l2..!.....cit ., P• 38 . 
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and classification in adapted and regular physical education programs, 
will serve as a basis for the selection of certain tests in this paper . 
The tests used will be a means of classifying students as to their 
abilities and needs •. 
Many of the tests used by physical education instructors are 
constructed to divide classes: into homogeneous groups . There are two 
general methods of classifying students for participation in physical 
education. One method used is that of grouping children according to 
age, height , and weight . 'rhe second method is to group them on the 
basis of tests scores taken from motor ability and strength tests . 
The former method is probably the easier ', to administer • McCloy1 s 
Classification Index; using height , weight , and age of the student 
does not , however , give any indication as to the overall strength of 
the individual .1 
The Oregon Simplification tests of physicaJ. strength devised by 
H. Harrison Clarke provide an effort to secure more strength testing 
in the public schools. The simplified version of the physical fitness 
test does not require as many pieces of testing apparatus: as does the 
complete Physical Fitness Index test . The back and leg dy:narnometer 
are still necessary. The simplified version of the Physical Fitness 
Index test can be given more rapidly and with fewer testers being used'. 
Experience on the part of the physical educator in administering tests 
,, 
is still desirable especially in connection with the dynamometer . ~ 
1Mathews , OR• ci_:!!., P• 128. 
2H. Harrison Clarke, 11 0regon SimpJ.ification of Strength and 
Physical Fitness Indices, " Research Quarterli, X1.'X (}1arch, 1959), p . 3. 
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The Strength Index_ battery of tests consists of four strength 
tests (right, and left grip , back and leg lift), two muscular endurance 
tests (pull-ups and push-ups ), and lung capacity. The Strength Index 
is derived as the gross score obtained from the sum of the seven tests . 
The Physical Fitness Index is obtained by dividing the Strength Index 
by a norm for the individual's sex, age , and weight and multiplying by 
one hundred .1 Established norms are usunlly applied when deter!:1ining 
the Physical 1"itness Index. Sometimes it is convenient to establish 
norms applicable to the imnediate situation. This type of classifi-
catlon enables the individual instructor to set up the prograra and 
adapt:, the activities so as to meet the needs of the student in terms 
of increasing strength., 
Posture evaluation in the average high school will be left al-
most completely to the physical educator. School nurses and physicians, 
however , are usually willing to lend assistance: in detecting postural 
deviations . Intricate devices are used at times to diagnose the ab-
normalities that. exist in students. Cureton recognized the need for a 
reliable method ar device. to study the spinal curvature. After much 
eA.rperimentation Cureton devised the Cureton-Gunby conformateur.2 This 
device is a- combination of the- conformateur , spinograph, stradiograph, 
and stradiometer.- Photographs are sometimes used to determine; the 
spinal curvature as in the Wickens andt Kiphuth posture test . 3 
1rbid. 
2Donald K. Mathews and Robert D. Kruse, The Science of Physical 
:&l.ucation for Handicapped Children (New York: Harper and Row, 1962), 
P• 160 • 
.3Ibid., P• 175. 
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The t wo tests .mentioned here require a certain anount of equipment 
not usually found in many public schools . 
. A test which can be used in public schools to deter~ine students 
in need of special attention concerning postural difficulties is a 
posture screening test . The Washington State College Screening Test . 
is a good exa:i.ple of such a test. 
The posture sc).·eening test is used to select those students from 
the total group whose body status indicates a need for a more 
detailed exa:1ination. Subjective ratings are made by balance 
and alignncnt of the feet and legs in the standing position. In 
addition to the static balance, the efficiency of the gait is 
evaluated •. Each subject is observed from the side , back, and 
front positions . l 
With the help of physicians, charts are prepared to serve as a 
check list . In order to screen a large group of students at a single 
session, each student is assigned a certain number . The numbers can 
be placed on the floor uith each student taking his place over the 
assigned number . A master card is then provided the recorders for the 
total group. Included on the card are the following cate ~ories : 
1 . Anteroposterior . Co~binations of obvious deviations such as 
marked fatigue slur.ip , shoulder overhand, and imbalance of 
the segments such as the head, shoulder s , back, and legs are 
observed from the side view of the subject . 
2. Lateral deviations . The subjects are observed uith either 
face or back t oward the examiner. 
a . Head tilt to one side. 
b. Shoulder height (one higher). 
c. Hip prominence (one side more prominent ). 
d. P..ib prominence (one side of rib cage more prominent) . 
e. Leg alignnent (knock- lmee, bowleg, tibial torsion, or 
inward rotation of thighs) . 
f . Feet (pronation~ supination, short heel cord , hamraertoes , 
hallux valgus) . ~ 
libid., P• 176. 
2Ibid. 
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Included in Appendix I of this paper is a sam_:."Jle check list 
used by the Delaware State Public School System in a state-wide ortho-
pedic screening test. In the 1962-63 school year the school system 
conducted the test in co-operation with the A. I. duPont Institute 
and the Delaware State Board of Health .1 
Prior to the screening, clinics were set up throughout the state 
to brief physical educators and school nurses on the procedure to be 
used . The instructors at the clinics were orthopedic surgeons of the 
A. I. duPont Institute. There were 68,301 children screened in the 
schools of whom 3,800 children were judged to have some noticeable 
defect . These students were then re-screened by members of the State 
Board of Health, and 998 were then recommended for examination. The 
school nurse assumed the responsibility for contacting the parents of 
each child examined. Those needing medical attention became the respon-
sibility of the family physician. 
In the fall of 1963 clinics were set up by physical therapists 
of the Crippled Childrens Services to assist physical educators and 
school nurses with corrective exercise programs for the children. The 
exercises reco0mended to the physical education teachers were those 
found in Theraneutic Exercise by Daniels1 Willia~s, and Worthington. 2 
This type of program used by the Delaware Department of Public 
Instruction is a prime example of the co-operation between physical 
education teachers and the medical profession. This type of cc-opcratim 
lsamuel Cronis , 11 0rthopedic Screening of Children in Delaware 
Public Schools , 11 Delaware Hedical Journal , (April, 1965) , pp . 89- 95 . 
2Lucille Daniels , Harian Williams, and Catherine 1fol.~thington, 
'I'hera1Jeutic Exercise (Philadelphia : W. B. Saunders Co., 1956) . 
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between state agencies r.my not be possible in every state, but on 
a local scale it is inperative. The overall physical education pro-
gram can be strenethened by this type of uorking a.gree:nent . 'rhe 
percentage of children affected by this tYPe of program is s:nall, but 
special attention to this snall percentage is the basis of adaptive 
physical education. 
The Illinois Association for the Crippled, Incorporated, has 
prepared a muscle test that is frequent1y used by physicians . A 
rant;e of r;10tion examination prepared by the association can be utilized 
in the school physical education program with the help of a physician. 
The simplicity with which these tests can be adninistered enable the 
physical education teacher to record the results and provide a pro-
gram for the student . Included in Appendix II of this paper is the 
range of notion test provided by the association. 
The types of handicaps usually encountered by physical education 
instructors nay vary according to the institution. Surprisingly, 
rheunatic heart conditions make up one of the largest sections of· 
handicapped students . A breakdown of the tYPes of handicaps indicate 
that epilepsy, post- polionyelitis, cerebral palsy, blindness , deafness , 
and certain orthopedic handicaps are prevalent in most schools . 
A survey to deteroine the nunber and types of handicaps encoun-
tered in schools in east-central Illinois for the 1964-65 school year 
was tal:en by the writer . E'ifty schools were contacted and responses 
were obtained from thirty-three schools . From schools responding 
there was a total of 10 , 991 male students enrolled in the various 
physical education classes . The total number of students enrolled per 
2.3 
school r.anged from as low as fifty-three to a high of 950. The average 
size school reporting totaled 332 male students enrolled in the physi-
cal education classes. From all the schools reporting, a total of 289 
handicapped students were in attendance or an average of eight students 
per· school. 
The breal{down of the various categories included in the survey 
and the total number under each classification was as follows: 
Orthopedic Handicaps 
Rheumatic Heart 
Impaired Sight 
Epilepsy 
Post-poliomyelitis 
Deafness 
Cerebral Palsy 
Total 
83 
77 
47 
37 
24 
16 
__2_ 
289 
A similar survey was conducted in Nassau County Public·Schools, 
New York, in 1955.1 The complete results can be reviewed in Appendix 
III of the paper . A similarity between these two surveys can be seen 
as to the types of handicaps encountered. This should give the physi-
cal educator some idea concerning the nature of the program to be set 
up in an adapted physical education program. 
The selection of testing and evaluation procedures used in the 
adapted program shoiild be given considerable attention. Without the 
use of valid tests to deter~ine the degree of certain handicaps, the 
progran tends to be ineffective. Many schools are not equipped with 
up-to-date equipment . If all schools were fortunate enough to be so 
equipped, the problem of testing would be minimal . It is up to the 
physical educator to select practical and valid measurement devices. 
1Ruggian, op.cit ., p. 15 . 
CHAPTER IV 
PROGRAH OF AC'I'IVD'IES 
After a student has beer. eY.amined, classified, and placed in a 
class , and before organizing the activity program, there are several 
ioportant duties to perform. The duties range from writing letters to 
the parents informing them of their child ' s placement to keeping accu-
rate records of the day by day and week by week performance of the 
student . Both of these duties are important if the program is to be a 
success . 
It is highly possible that during the strength test , posture 
test , or the examination by the school physician, a condition might 
be discovered of which the parents are unaware . Therefore , the parents 
may not know that the child is perfoJ.· ::1ing at a disadvantage . If the 
parents are not aware of their child 1 s '\Jealmess or defect, the service 
of inforuing them is a sound policy and good public relations . The 
letter should provide the parents with information concerning the 
program of activities to be included . In addition, the letter should 
contain an invitation to attend conference periods with the physical 
educator , the school nurse, and the student . Conferences such as these , 
where all members are conce:cned with the well being of the student , 
serve as a valuable tool in the administration of the program. A 
copy of a letter which may be used can be found in Appendix rv. 
Counseling the student , as well as the parents , is a very 
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important aspect of the program. Early conference periods with the 
student may be utilized to encourage the student to try the activity 
provided ·with extended effort . 1 Once the student is actively engaged 
in the program, he may still need encouragement not only in terns of 
participation, but also in the knowledge of when to slow dowri to avoid 
aggravating certain conditions . 
Prior to counseling periods the progress report of the student 
shot1.ld be examined . Formulation of new activities can be discussed at 
the counseling session if the program prescribed is not providing the 
desired results . 1valuation of the program by the parents , medical 
personnel , and others involved should be another important outcorJ.e of 
the conference. 
The program itself should be divided into two sections . One 
phase of the program will usually include activities and ga~1es adanted 
to the handicap of the individual . The games and activities need to be 
selected with regard for the developmental age of the student involved. 
The exercise phase of the program does not depend on the developmental 
age of the individual as the desired results are the same througb.out . 2 
In the elementary grades , to the extent that the disability will 
permit , certain goals may be established . Each pupil should progress 
as far as possible toward the achieve:aent of such goals . Suggested 
goals for the elementary school pupils are as follows : 
1. Walking correctly, effectively, and with as much ease as 
possible . 
lnaniels, op . cit ., p. 150. 
2clarke and Clarke, ou . cit., p. 54. 
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2. Running correctly with enphasis on bodily control at all 
times . 
3. Skipping, hopping, and jur.1ping with emphasis on balance, 
rhythm, and general body control . 
4. Catching, throwing , rolling , or stopping large balls •. 
5. Doing simple stunts and self testing activities . 
6. Ability to play successfully at nimetic and guessing games . 
7 . Ability to perform simple rhythms and to know the words and 
music of nursery games . 
8. Understanding of fundamental body mechanics and the ability 
to sit , stand, and walk in a proper manner within whatever 
limitations are caused by the disability. 
9. Ability to play simple athletic games of low organization 
of the basketball , soccer , and volleyball types . 
10. Ability to play individual and dual games such as box hockey, 
ten pins , or paddle tennis . 
11. Ability to catch, throw, bat , and kick balls with accuracy •. 
12. Ability to perform siffiJ,"Jle tumbling stunts . 
lJ . To understand the rules of ga:nes played and to exhibit a 
1~lllingness to abide by the rules and to play fairly. 
14. When aquatic facilities are available, develop at- homeness 
in the water , floating skills , one basic stroke and one 
resting stroke . 
15 . Ability to help plan and to carry out a social event , as well 
as to understand social ar.1enities in relationship with others. 
16. Acquire an understanding appropriate to the level of devel-
opment of the r.mture of the disability involved , and show 
signs of utilizing acceptable adjustment devices . l 
For the junior high school student , the class may follow the pat-
tern of the general physical education program. The necessary modifi-
cations need to be taken to fit the pupil ' s limitations. Here are 
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included the various act.ivities which can be successfuJ.ly adapted: 
Aquatics-
The activities adopted for use here can be of developmental 
a..n.d recreational value . An entire section ·will be devoted 
for usage in exercise for postural deviations . 
Dancing-
A student regardless of the disability should be able·to 
engage in social or square dancing . 
Team Sports-
The overall goal here will be to play the team game with 
necessary modifications added to insure a satisfying and 
enjoyable experience . 
Games and Relays-
A student ' s disability frequently places him as far as 
two years behind the general group in the physical develop-
ment· and game skills . 
Individual and Dual Sports-
Games and sports such as horse shoes, badminton, and paddle 
tennis lend themselves to the accomplishment of the individ-
ual. In these types of activities they are dependent only 
on their ·mm efforts for satisfaction. 
Gymnastics and TUJllbling-
These activities also have a high developmental and recre-
ational value for the handicapped student . The safety 
factor involved here should be of the utmost concern to 
the physical educator . 
Body Bechanics-
Instruction in proper body mechanics is a very important 
aspect of the adapted program. Proper methods of instruc-
tions and types of exercises used 1rlll be discussed later. 
in this chapter . 
Recreational Activities-
The purpose of these activities is to include the individ-
ua.1 as a part of a group as much as possible . Activities 
to fulfill this :night include outings , picnics , supervised 
free play and others to broaden his recreational eA1Jeri-
ences . l 
The program for the senior high school student is very similar 
to that of the junior high school student . The main difference is 
1Ibid. , P• 155 . 
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that ~n. junior high school , stress is placed on beginning skills , and 
in the senior high school , emphasis is on more advanced skills . If 
the physically handicapped pupil has progressed according to his 
limitations through the junior high school activity prograrci., little 
difficulty should be encotmtered in the high school prograo. A degree 
of satisfaction should arise from the student ' s participation in the 
prog:raI:i.. Enough satisfaction should arise to motivate participation 
after school is co::npleted. Essentially, the program of activities 
provided for the handicapped student from elementary school through 
senior high school should remain within the following four guide lines-: 
1. The_E£tiviJ!Y. shou.1£ never agp;ravate an existing injury. 
The medical adviser is indispensible in aiding the physi-
cal educator in determining just what activities are safe 
for the .particular student . 
2. Activities sho.]Jcl be appropriate to the ~evel of the 
child. It is extremely important to make sure that the 
chosen activities are geared to the age level of the pupil . 
3. The. child shoulcl_ be able_ to find success in the activity in 
which he participates. Nothing is more frustrating than 
continual failure in any area of endeavor . 
4. _r_t_i_s_w_1·_s_e_t_o __ s_e_l_e_c_t-r-a_c_t_i_vij;ie.§ which have lastil}g_f'ecrea-
tional valu~. Parti ularly with the older child, it is not 
wise to 11 mal~e upn so ething to do . If, on the other hand, 
he is learning activ ties such as golf and swimming , activi-
ties he knows he i;.Iil enjoy in later life, they tend to be 
of more value . l 
.Q!'thoJ?.edic Jiandicaps 
According to the survey aken by the 1-n·iter , the handicaps nost 
likely to be encountered are tl ose classified as orthopedic . l:ost 
orthopedic handicaiJS or crippl. ng conditions are usually classified 
as follows: 
11mthews and Kruse , o) . it ., p. /i.8 . 
( 
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1. Crippling due to inf ction. This catagory includes joint 
tuberculosis, polion elitis , and osteomyelitis . 
Cerebral palsy, incl 
spasticity, tremor, 
of brain damage . 
ding athetosis , ataxia, rigidity, 
nd variations of these r.ianifestations 
J . Crippling resulting ran birth injury. 'l'his catagory in-
cludes Erb 1 s palsy, bone fractures , and similar disorders . 
4. Cardiovascular conditions of both congenital and acquired 
origins . 
5. Congenital anomalies such as congenital amputation, congeni-
tal dislocation, clubfoot , torticollis , and spina bifida. 
6. Traumatic crippling. This catagory includes amputation, 
fractures , and dislocation. 
7. T"umors . This catagory includes bone tumors, bone cysts, and 
similar conditions. 
8. Developmental conditions , :Lncluding coxa plana, spinal 
osteochondritis , and. Osgood- Schlatter disease. 
9. Other conditions . This catae;ory includes diseases such as 
nuscular sclerosis and muscular dystrophy. l 
Host of the students, criy.ipled by the diseases mentioned here, 
will benefit mostly by a program designed around team sports . To be 
effective, the games and sports offered these students should have 
some carry- over value. The majority of the cases encountered ·will not 
be corrected by strictly an exercise progr&'1. 
Rheumatic iieart Conditions 
R.~eumatic heart conditions are one of the most prevalent handi-
caps to be found in physical education programs . In 1951 it was es-
timated that over one million children in the United States had a 
history of rheumatic fever ·with about twenty- thousand new cases each 
l year.-
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Approximately 98% of all heart disease in patients under tuenty 
years of age is caused by rheumatic fever . 2 From the thirty- three 
schools reporting in a survey taken by the writer, rheum.atic heart 
conditions ranked second in nmnber only to those clrus:sified as ortho-
pedic handicaps . 
When setting up the program of activities for rheumatic heart 
cases, it is important that the teacher submit a list of activities to 
be offered to the school nedical doctor . In turn those activities 
suitable for the student in question should be checked by t he physi-
cia..~. As indicated before , the activities submitted for approval 
should be appropriate to the age level of the child. In terms of 
activity permitted, the student should be classified under t.he follow-
ing headings : greatly restricted , moderately restricted , or ordinary 
activity permitted. Activities that the individual student can success-
fully participate under those headings are as follows : 
1 . Greatly restricted - checkers , domimoes , jacks, billards, 
croquet, clock golf, quoits , dart games , and shuffleboard. 
2. lloderately restricted - bowling , archery, bait casting and 
fly casting, shuffleboard, table tennis , pitch and put golf , 
selected i~hythms of slow toupo and mild m.overnent , and selected 
camping skills . 
3 . Ordinary activities - bowling, archery, bait and fly casting, 
recreational switU'1ing , golf, camping skills , badminton dou-
bles , horseshoes , volleyball , softball, tem1is doubles , so-
cial and folk dancing, boating and canoeing, and skating. 3 
Many schools today tend to give rheum.atic heart patients a 
111Heart-Mend House, 11 Newsweek, (April 16, 1951), p . 59. 
2Hathews and Kruse , op. cit., p. 269. 
3Fait, op. cit., P• 173. 
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permanent excuse from the regular physical education classes. Altho~i.gh 
not a satisfactory one, if there are no provisions for an adapted pro-
gram, an excuse may be the answer . It is up to the physical educator 
to provide activities adapted to the limitations and capabilities of 
the student . 
The physical activities selected for the rheumatic heart cases 
should be taught with two purposes in mind. The first. is to present 
correct skill pertinent to the activity, and the second is to impress 
upon the student a need to realize his own personal restrictions of 
1 play. 
The first purpose mentioned is , of course, basic to the princi-
ples of physical education. Without learning the proper skills in-
valved, satisfaction in participation is unlikely to occur . The second 
point mentioned is difficult to achieve especially in the elementary 
and junior hi gh school progra.ra. The students at that level are pas-
sessed with an abundant a!!lount of energy. Knowing what personal re-
strictions are necessary does not always mean that the student will 
stay within' those limits . Close supervision on the part of the physi-
cal education instructor is very important . 
Poor Body Mechanics 
It is a misconception of many physical educators that all postur-
al deviations can be remedied by corrective exercises . According to 
2 
Irwin, the appeal had been so great with respect to cor.recting the 
1c1arke and Clarke, op . cit., p . 303. 
2rieslie W. Irwin, The Curriculum in Health and Physical Education 
(Dubuque, Iowa: Wm • . C. Brown Co., 1960) , p . 334. 
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posture of school children that it has been over emphasized. Certain 
leaders within the field of correctives believe that all students need 
correction in posture by the use of exercises designed for that pur-
pose. It is not enough to say that since Johnny has such poor posture, 
he should be placed in a special exercise program. Simply pecause 
students eY.hibit poor posture habits, exercise is not always the only 
answer. 
In the preceding chapter two methods were shown as to the tech-
niques used in recognizing poor posture. After students have been 
classified in terrJs of good, fair, or poor posture, other steps need 
to be taken. Recognition of the deviation as to the tYPe of defect, 
whether structural or functional, is the first step. A structural 
defect refers to the student who is crippled as a result of an ortho-
pedic disturbance . A student classified as having a structural pos-
ture problen should be re:('errocl to a physician. Under the c;uidance 
of a trained person, special exercise pl..·ograns can be planned. E:~-
ercise prozrat:J. s suci1 as these are usually conducted outside of the 
school itself. However, the najority of schools in the United States 
do not have sufficient personnel trained in corrective phases of the 
1 pro0ran to conduct such classes. Any physical education tea.char 
without proper training who initiates a special exercise progra;n. is 
placing hinself in danger . 
A functional disorder may be the result of nany thin15s . It is 
not always possible to recognize the speci±'ic cause of a functional 
problen as easily as a structural disorder . An exanination of the 
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medical file card will usually indicate the presence of any ortho-
pedic defect that could cause a structural deviation. Poor hygien-
ic habits and emotional conflict are two leading causes for the 
1 functional disorders . This type of causal situation does not al-
ways show up on the student ' s medical file card. Observation by 
the entire faculty over a long period of time may give some indica-
tion as to the cause of poor posture . 
Poor hygienic habits can refer to dietary problems that exist . 
These problems are sometimes not the fault of the yoi.mgster himself. 
Inability for the faDily to provide the proper nourishment needed to 
sustain a healthy body is often the cause. This type of problem can 
be alleviated somewhat by encouraging students to participate in 
school lunch programs . Instruction in this phase of physical edu-
cation should be included in the health section of the prograrrr. Also, 
instruction in the proper methods of sitting, standing, and walking 
is a valuable asset to the program. 
Students suffering fron underdeveloped muscles due to laclc of 
vigorous activity malrn up a great percentage of postural cases. Joints 
tend to succumb to the pull of gravity if certain muscles do not pos-
2 
sess a certain anount of tonus . Exercises used to strengthen the 
muscles causing postural deviations are concerned with the forer:J.ost 
comnon postural faults as expressed by To1ilon.3 The four most commofil 
1
Ibid., P• 335 . 
2 Gene A. Logan and James G. Dunkelberg , Adaptations of l·nscular 
Activity (Belmont , California: Wadsworth Publishing Co., 1964) , p. 77. 
3Roger Toulon, 11Study of a Child 1 s Equilibrium in a Normal 
Standing Position," Phi Kappa Epsilon, VII (October 1960), p. 36. 
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postural fau1ts are as follows: 1) General tendency to lean forward, 
2) Tendency to lean forward i n the stonach and pelvic regions, 3) 
Tendency to lean forward in the pelvic regions and in the knees , 4) 
Leaning forward in the stomach causing a sway back. 
The joints most frequently affected by weak muscular develop-
ment are the ankle, knee, hip, and back. There are a number of mus-
cles that crust function properly at the various joints. These mus-
cles are : at the ankle, the gastrocnemius and soleus; at the hip , 
the gluteus maximus; at the knee, the quadriceps. The erector spine 
group acts to e:<:tend the spine counteracted by the abdominal nruscles.1 
Josephine Christaldi points out the particular areas and nruscles that 
need to be strengthened. The areas mentioned correspond with those 
already cited previously. The regions that need concentrated atten-
tion are the posterior neck, the back and buttocks muscles that hold 
the neck and trunk erect, the abdominal muscles that support the vital 
2 
organs, and the leg muscles that support the body weight . ~ercises 
and movements should be incorporated into activities to strengthen 
muscles that have some effect on posture. 
Epilepsy 
Contrary to earlier beliefs, persons suffering from epilepsy or 
epileptic seizures should be able to participate in physical education 
activities. For many years it was believed that strenuous physical 
activity brought about harlll.J.."'Ul seizures. In recent years new evidence 
has indicated the need for more vigorous activity for the epileptic. 
1 Logan, op. c~~., P• 74. 
2Josephine Christaldi, "Guide Lines to Good Posture," Grade 
Teach~, XXCII (February, 1965), PP• 126-28. 
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The acid products produced by strenuous exercise are believed to be 
1 
a contributing factor in control over epileptic seizures . The 
development of the heart and vital capacity through exercise ap-
pears to have greatly improved sone epileptics. 
The major problen confronting the epileptic is that of nain-
taining consciousness during certain activities . Professional opin-
ion varies as to the type of vigorous activity that should be pro-
vided. Activities performed on or around g:nnnastic equipment should 
be very closely supervised to protect the participant . The belief 
that all_ activity pcrforned 1ri th [;yr.mastic equipment needs to be 
olininated is also e:;:pressed by leaders in the field of physical odu-
ca tion. 2 To be more specific, activities on the high bar , :brampoline, 
or other appn.ratus should not be offeJ.~ed. Any activity in which the-
participant 1 s feet are not in contact 1ri th the floor should be dis-
couraged. A loss of consciousness at any time on equipment such as 
these.could result in serious injury. 
Svlimming is an activity that can provide sufficient physical ex-
ertion to satisfy the need of the student . Here again strict super-
vision should be the rule. Ho one should be permitted in a sw.inming 
pool alone, but this especially applies to the epileptic because of 
the possible loss of consciousness. Rules and regulations t o prohibit 
such a consequence should be set up by the teacher in charge of aquatics . 
Competitive athletics , particulary the contact sports should be avoided. 
FootbaJ_l and boxine, which can result in a severe blow to the head and 
1 . t Daniels, op . ci ., p . 421. 
2__ • ' 1""7 
-Logan, op . cit ., p. J • 
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sometimes result in a seizure, should be eliminated from the program 
1 
of the epileptic student . 
Should a student suffer a grand mal seizure, the most prevalent 
and most violent type , during a physical education class , the action 
talrnn by the instructor is very important . The student may receive a 
warning before an attack occurs . This warning is called an aura. 
Typical symptoms of an aura are sensations of nausea, numbness , an odor, 
2 image , or lack of memo~y, The physical education teacher should recog-
nize such a warning and prepare the student for a seizure that might 
foll ow. The convulsions that usually accompany an epileptic seizure 
are not harID.L-"'ul to the student . The injuries incurred by the student 
are usually results of falling to the floor due to the loss of con-
sciousness . 
Hathews and Kruse describe the procedures that can be talrnn to 
insure the safety of the student during a seizure. 
1. If there is a..11 aura, or a warning signal, the student may be 
removed from the classroor.1 to a place of safety and seclusion. 
2. He should be lowered to the floor , away from all furniture and 
ot;her objects that might prove dangerous . 
J . Keep all bystanders away from him. Do not try to restrain 
him during the convulsive stage of the seizure , or try to 
revive him with stimulants such as throwing water on him or 
forcing liquids do1m his throat . There is no sense trying to 
rush the child to the hospital or doctor ' s office; once an 
attack has begtm, nothing will stop it . 
4. When the convulsive movements have ceased, the pupil should 
be left in a quiet place and allowed t o regain consciousness 
naturally. He may or may not sleep heavily for a while after 
the seizure . When he so desires , he should be allowed to 
lclarke and Clarke, op . cit ., p . 27B. 
2Ibiq. , p . 274. 
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rejoin his class.1 
The handicaps nontioned in this chapter are indicative of the 
types of handicaps most prevalent in the public schools. Activities, 
games, an.d exercises should not be eiven the handicapped student with-
out some serious forethought . It is important to consider the individ-
ual 1 s personality, his handicap, and his growth development . Certain 
types of gar1es and activities are given here for each handicap men-
tioned in order to give the reader so~e indication of the necessary 
organization needed in selection of activities . 
lMathews and Kruse, OJ2 • cit ., p. 257. 
CHAPTER V 
SUNN.ARY 
The atypical student as well as the normal student should have 
the opportunity to benefit from a physical education prograrn. Physi-
cal and social values can be established throueh a sound adapted pro-
gram. 
To administer the adapted program for the physically handicapped 
student , the physical educator is a very important person. Although 
it is knoi.m that the teacher holding a Bachelor of Science degree in 
Physical Education is not qualified to prescribe certain exercises for 
handicapped children, he can empl oy other professional personnel to 
guide him, and thus strengthen the entire program. 
A very important phase of the adapted physical education program 
is that of classification of students . Individuals placed in the cor-
rect section according to the physical handicap ensures success of the 
over- all physical education curriculun. Recent and up- to- date methods 
and techniques used in classifying students should be incorporated into 
the testing . 
Survey results give the physical education teacher an indication 
of the incidence and type of handicaps to be encountered in the schools 
of east central Illinois . The individual handicaps most prevalent in 
the schools are : orthopedic in nature, rheumatic heart , or epilepsy. 
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The objectives for the activities selected for each handicap vary some-
what with the level of development of the student. It is important that 
the level of development of the child is considered uhen activity is 
prescribed. 
Through a sound adapted physical education program and a sincere 
interest by the physical education instructor, the handicapped child 
can receive a worthwhile and beneficial m,,_"Perience in physical educa-
tion. 
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APPEIIDIX I 
PUPIL IS NA11E 
Orthopedic Screening 
Referral Check List 
SCHOOL 
SCHOOL NURSE DATE OF HEFEPJlAL 
1 . POSTURE 
a) Poor 
2. SHOULDERS 
a) Drooped and unable to correct volun-
tarily __ _ 
b) Shoulder blades prominently protruding 
and cannot be actively corrected 
---
c) One shoulder r.i.ar~rndly higher than 
the other 
---
3. SPHIE 
a) Lateral Curvature: 
Mild Hode:rate _Severe. __ _ 
b) Posterior Curvature (Kyphosis) 
Uppe:r __ Lower __ 
c) Anterior Curvature in Lower Spine 
(Lordosis) lv'.oderate Severe_' __ 
4. ABDOHEN 
a) Markedly protruding ___ _ 
5. LOWER EXTH.EEITIES 
a) One short 
---b) One smaller 
---c) Knock lmees : Hoderate_Severe __ _ 
d) Bow legs : Moderate __ Severe_; __ 
6. FE,"S"f 
a) Long arches markedly flat 
---b) Tight heel cord __ _ 
c) Bunion 
---d) Hammer toe 
---
7. WALKS WITH 
a) Limp 
b) Waddle 
c) I<'eet: turned in out 
8 . MUSCULATURE 
a) Generalized weakness 
---b) Apparent ueakness in one extreraity 
---
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APPEHDIX II 
I~ . 
1.; ..! 
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SHOULDER 
Abduction and Ad uction 
L Il-1IT AT IONS 
L ll 
,., 
Abd. I Add. Abd. Add. 
I 
I! 
'I f 
SHOULDER 
$00 
10• 
• 5() 
140 
. 
• 
170 1eo 
160 • 
150 • 
. 
*' . 3o • 
Z() 
Intern~l and El:t rnal Rotation EXT. INT. 
(shoulder abducted 90°, elbow fle.·ed 900) 10 o ,0 
LIM:I':AT:'.:ONS ~; 2~ • /. ' ~0 ~.; 
,._ 
,rv 
.<.:> 
·'.,j 
o8o 
.zo 
• 5o 
-~~~I,~·-~-~,1:------"p~·~-- ~ fO 
I Ext, ll Xnt. ... &i. 
I fl:-------- :/~· ------lt-kf-- -------·::: 1 2 3 
4 
J.nt. 
ELBOW 
Flexion end Ext nsion 
LIMITAT .. ~I~O~N~S ____ _ 
L R 
Flex. Ext. II Flex. Ext. 
l~----<- ---#-----l----
2~----i--------~:----3~-------~-----/.----4 II 
FORS ARM 
Supination end Pronation 
(elbow flexed 90°) 
L Il1IT AT IO:~S 
P::on. II R I Pron • 
l~---'~---....1-'------'----2 __ _ 
l() ~ SO IOI) 
YJ • • llO • JZ() 
• so. 
~· 
?RON. 
Sf) 
. 
'JI). 
. 
ol5D 
SUP. 
:!" ~o o ': 20 
.. ~ 
. "" 
.-Ge 
• 7o 
3 ___ _,__ __ -vP----~---- t/Oo ~ •Oo 4~ __ _,_ ___ ......_ _ ___._ ___ ~o ------~~~So 
APPENDIX III 
T-:fPES OF PHYSICAL P • .ANDICAPS E1ffi01LED n: ILLiliOIS PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
Nam.e of School __________ _____________ _ 
Enrollnent (boys) _______ _ 
What is your school policy concerning handicaprJed students? 
Placed in a special physical education class ______ ~ 
Placed in a regular physical education class 
Excused from participating 
If the student is excused from participat-' 
ing in any type of physical education class , 
who malrns . the decision? 
-----
Please check appropriate space . 
Family 
Far.d.ly and physician 
School and family physicia.11 
School alone 
Please indicate nmnber of handicapped L"1dividuals according 
to classifications listed below. 
Post- poliomyelitis 
Cerebral Palsy 
Epilepsy 
Rheumatic Heart 
Blindness and impaired 
sight 
Deafness 
Other orthopedic 
handicaps 
Physical Education Staff: What degree do they hold? 
Please check appropriate space. Indicate nu.rnber of 
physical education staff holdinc; such degrees . 
3 . S. degree in Education (Physical Education) 
l·:. s. 6.eg:·ee in Education (Physical :&l.ucation) 
H. S. deeree in Education plus additional training in 
adaptive physical education 
H. s. degree in .Adapted Physical Filucation 
Degree in Physical Therapy 
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TABLE I 
SURVK'i TAKEN OF HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PRC'GRAHS I N EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS 
School Enrollrnent Staf'f Post- Cerebral Epilep- Rheumatic Blind- Deaf'- Ortho- "¥CJif.AL 
(Boys) BS MS .AJN polio Palsy sy Heart ness ness pedic 
.Areola 144 2 1 1 2 
Arthur Jr. High. 55 1 1 1 2 
Atwood-Hammond 180 3 1 3 4 
Bement 115 1 · .1 2 5 7 
Blommington 669 2 '4 1 2 1 4 2 4 14 
Blue Hound ·53 1 1 1 2 
Broe ton 53 1 0 
Centiennial Jr. 250 2 1 1 2 1 5 
Central Jr. 275 2 0 
Cerro Gordo 120 1 1 0 
Champaign 950 2 10 2 10 5 2 17 
Charleston 465 2 2 1 1 '° -..:!' Clinton Jr. 135 1 1 2 3 
Eisenhower 832 7 6 1 2 8 11 
Fisher 95 2 0 
Franklin Jr. 353 4 3 1 3 5 12 
Jefferson Jr. 347 2 1 1 5 6 12 
Jefferson Jr. 430 1 1 2 l 4 7 
Lakeview 561 5 1 1 1 11 7 6 25 
LeRoy i g5 2 1 1 2 
Mahomet-Seyrnour 140 2 1 3 3 
Mattoon 600 1 3 1 0 
Hayo 190 1 2 2 2 6 
Farmer City 90 3 2 2 4 
Monticello 229 3 2 2 5 9 
1'It. Zion 235 2 1 4 3 8 
Normal Community 415 1 2 1 1 2 3 7 
Paris 450 1 1 1 1 1 3 
Roosevelt Jr. 340 1 1 2 5 2 9 
Stephen Decatur 950 4 4 2 6 12 42 9 15 84 
Tri-Valley 70 2 0 
Urbana 600 4 7 2 1 1 2 1 2 7 
Woodrow Wilson 370 2 4 1 .3 10 2 3 23 
TOTAL 10951 71 41 13 24 5 37 77 47 16 83 289 
1 RESULTS OF SURVEY TAKEN IH HASSAU COUNTY SCEOOLS, NEW YOHK-
Schools Involved 
Types of Handicaps 
Post- poliotJy"elitis 
Cerebral Palsy 
Epilepsy 
Rheumatic Heart 
Blindness 
Deafness 
Orthopedic Handicaps 
Total 
lRu . •t 15 
• ggian, .912• ci • , p . - • 
69 
15 
29 
159 
94 
115 
APPENDIX rv 
DEPAi"'tTHEHT OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR BOYSl 
Dear Parent: 
We have received a restricted card from the school physician 
which indicates that your son is to be limited in the amotmt and kind 
of physical education activity in which he may engage. 
If there are any problems or questions concerning the activities 
provided, the physical education instructor in charge of the adapted 
progra.r;i will be happy to set up a conference period. 
We sincerely hope that the program provided for your son will be 
enjoyable and physically beneficial. 
Sincerely, 
Instructor, Boys ' Health 
and Physical Education 
lAgnes H. Hooley, 11We Can Serve the Student with Disabilitics , 11 
Journal of Health, Physical Education , and Recreation, :XXX (llarch,1959) , 
46. 
